
Minutes of Coles Progressives/Charleston Huddle Committee meeting on Defunding Police, July
8, 2020.

Attendance:  Bill McGrath, Nikki Davidson, Annalisa Switzer, Charles Delman, Barbara
Lawrence, Ellen Wolcott, Keith Wolcott, Paula Enstrom, Susan Jenkins, Christine McCormick,
Peter Andrews, Darrius Frazier, Maria Fichter-Wandling, Holly Andrews.

Charles started the meeting with an overview of the reasons why Defund Police is essential.  He
mentioned that “Abolitionists”, the name for people favoring this movement have a broad and
holistic vision for the reasons we have so much police difficulties and that he did not want to
abandon the “Defund Police” slogan.

He detailed the inequalities that need to be addressed including the vast and oppressive legal
system (jay walking citations) to transfer of wealth and privilege.  We share many values and we
agree with and support the transformations sought by Defund movement.

He also went through a short history of the police purpose in our society, to maintain the status
quo and when agitation gets too uncomfortable, to quell it, often with unnecessary force.

Ellen agreed with Charles’ analysis and urged support for Defunding Police movement.

Paula related a recent problem customer, an off duty cop, who berated a Black Lives Matter Here
Too business owner.  She said this forcefully demonstrates the need for acknowledging that we
do have problems here.

Susan said she completely agreed with Defunding Police.

Charles commented on the over incarceration of this country, vastly disproportionate to our
population, compared with almost every other country, including Russia and China.

Susan talked about police openly planning to stop certain types of people and building probable
cause and how selective enforcement can be.  She suggested we look at starting to try to get
involved in a citizens advisory committee.

Bill asked if the focus was on National defund police efforts or local efforts to defund our law
enforcement agencies.

Charles said - both.  We nee to look at local controlling agencies like city, county and EIU. Also
we need to educate the public and expose problems that exist here.  We need to build support in
the community.

Nikki commented that Schools need to reduce police presence, and expand psychologists or other
mental health professionals.



Bill asked that we look at ways to build support locally and to develop a specific plan to
accomplish defunding police.

Annalisa said she was concerned that the term Defund Police would be too harmful to the
organization’s overall support and was not in favor of Coles Progressives leading the way on that
movement, as it is currently phrased.

Charles stated that there are subtle ways to move forward without using that name.  He said the
community is not ready for that term now.

Barbara said that everyone has a different view of police, some liking them and supporting them
and others not liking how they operate.

Ellen said we should develop stories, perhaps anonymously, about police misconduct, and that we
need to stop acquiring military weapons.  Bill said we should demand the end of militarization of
local police and use of choke holds.

Peter said banning choke holds has limited value as New York has that ban and Eric Garner was
still killed.  He also said marginal changes like citizen review boards don’t work either.  He said
Something is really wrong!

Ellen wanted to confront the cities and county about what arsenals they have, such as pepper
spray, rubber bullets and rifles, that may be part of the military arms provided to our communities.

Bill suggested approaching Charleston Council - Dennis Malak; County Board, Juan Navarro; and
the two School Boards, Matt Titus and Erica Weaver, to start a dialog.  Also set up a small group
to develop a plan and an approach.

Charles said to emphasize the positives of our plan, including reducing the need for police
contacts and the increase in mental health responders.

Nikki mentioned the Charleston Police and Fire Board that Chief Reed alluded to in his letter. 
Susan said we could try to infiltrate that board.

Bill will contact Dennis Malak to get more information on that board.

Susan proposed that the Huddle undertake an intense study of strategy for moving forward,
separate from Coles Progressives.

Charles said an Inside/Outside approach works well - Coles Progressives working inside to
engage decision making bodies and identify allies in the community.  Huddle work no Defund
Police movement.

Darrius said he supports Defunding Police and agreed with what was being discussed.
Charles informed the group of an upcoming 4 day online workshop on Defund Police movement
that he hopes to attend.



Steps:

Coles Progressives will contact Dennis Malak to ask about Police/Fire Board (Bill)
contact retired EIU police officer James Williams (Paula)
Contact Ed Adams - Coles Progressive member and former Chicago police officer (Nikki)
Contact Dave Fopay of JG/TC to see if he is interested in “stories” about police misconduct
(Annalisa)
Susan will gather stories

Huddle:  Charles and Ellen will work with Huddle to develop long term strategy and action plan

Charles will circulate his draft revisions of our letter to Chief Reed. The letter will thank him for
his reply, ask if he is going to make it public and tell him we have a continued interest in this issue.

Charles ended by saying, where we start is not as important as where we finish.

There will be a report of this committee meeting at the Coles Progressives meeting July 15, 2020
and follow up meetings will be scheduled as needed.

Submitted:

Bill McGrath
7/9/20


